
 

University of the Third Age in Cambridge (CIO) 

Wednesday Lectures 

Spring Term 2021 

These weekly lectures will take place at 2.15 pm online via video-conference (Zoom).  

These are open to members only. You will need to log in to access the Zoom link. The link for each lecture is 
on the Wednesday Lectures page of the website. 

Any last-minute changes to the programme will be publicised in the weekly Bulletin. 

 

13 January Over Here: how the US army's stay in the UK during WW2 
 influenced the civil rights movement 

Speaker Matthew Brown 

When soldiers live as civilians overseas, historians get the rare chance to study the social aspects of 
their presence.  When Americans began deploying to England in 1942, they brought along their cultural 
practices, prejudices, and biases.  White Americans were shocked to discover that British people didn’t 
share their prejudiced racial attitudes; and African-Americans were astounded at being treated as equals 
by the British.  On several occasions, friction escalated into bloodshed.  How could it be that America 
asked African-Americans to fight for other peoples’ freedom, while denying civil liberties to the very 
soldiers who were doing the fighting?  This lecture will explore this topic and reveal an unexpected 
conclusion. 

Matthew spent 24 years as a US military officer, and is currently with the American Battle Monuments 
Commission (ABMC), as Superintendent of the Cambridge American Cemetery. 

 

20 January  The amazing world of lichens 

Speaker David Hill 

We will all have seen lichens but we may not have paid them any attention or even noticed them. David 
will introduce you to what extraordinary organisms lichens are and outline their fascinating lives and the 
fantastic range of places where they can be found. He will explain their special biological significance 
and what they can tell us about our environment. 

David studied botany at Sheffield University, did his PhD on lichens at Oxford University and continued 
with research on lichens at Bristol University. He has been President of the British Lichen Society and is 
now recording lichens in his local area. 

 

27 January How lobbying distorts our democracy 

Speaker  Tamasin Cave 

Tamasin will talk about how commercial lobbyists have become dominant voices in government through 
the tools and tactics they employ, and how progress in policy areas – from climate change to public 
health – depends on us curbing their power. 

Tamasin Cave is a writer, campaigner and commentator. She is co-author (with Andy Rowell) of A Quiet 
Word: Lobbying, crony capitalism and broken politics in Britain, was a director of Spinwatch, and led the 
campaign for transparency regulations for lobbyists.  



 

3 February Next Generation Energy in Africa - Connecting the unconnected 

Speaker Simon Bransfield-Garth 

600 million people in Africa still have no access to electricity and grid rollout remains painfully slow. But a 
new generation of entrepreneurial businesses is rolling out small scale solar power to individual 
households, enabling families that often still rely on candles at night, to access the digital economy 
though clean LED light, satellite TV and smartphones. This is being done as a commercial enterprise, 
not as a charity, and is currently connecting tens of thousands of households every month. 

Simon is CEO of Azuri Technologies,  a one time Fellow at St John’s College, a Royal Society Industrial 
Fellow and awarded the title “Technology Pioneer” by the World Economic Forum in 2012 for his work on 
solar power in emerging markets. 

10 February  Secretaries of the 1970s 

Speaker  Sarah Shaw 

In 1971, three-quarters of a million British women were employed as secretaries and typists.  It was a job 
that had changed little over decades but today no longer exists. What was it like? ‘Short skirts and 
shorthand’, a recently published book, describes their everyday working lives, recreating the world of 
typewriters, telephones and Tippex and comparing their experiences with their portrayals by popular 
media and by feminist writers. What emerges is a more nuanced picture, one that is revealing, authentic 
and amusing. 

Sarah Shaw worked as a secretary in London throughout the 1970s, later studying to postgraduate level. 
In 2002 she became Librarian at Selwyn College and is now retired. 

17 February The Future of Brain Repair: the prospects for successful Stem 
 Cell Therapy 

Speaker  Jack Price 

Are stem cell therapies about to revolutionise the treatment of brain disorders, or are they a case of over-
promise and under-delivery?  With no cell therapy yet licensed for a brain disorder, this lecture will try to 
identify where breakthroughs might lie. 

Jack is currently Professor of Developmental Neurobiology at King’s College London, and was 
previously Director of Molecular Neuroscience at SmithKline Beecham Pharmaceuticals, Head of the 
Division of Advanced Therapies at the Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency, and 
Director of the UK Stem Cell Bank. 

 

24 February How to understand China and the Chinese 

Speaker  Alan Macfarlane  

It is increasingly important that China and the West understand each other. China is the oldest and 
largest continuous civilisation in history and is affecting all our lives. It is simple in its structure, yet very 
difficult for westerners to understand - because almost every principle upon which it is based is very 
different to anything in western experience. Professor Macfarlane will shed light on its inner logic. 

Professor Alan Macfarlane FBA, Emeritus Professor of Anthropological Science, University of Cambridge 
(Life Fellow of King's College), is 'Keeper' of the Xu Zhimo memorial stone and garden by the Bridge at 
King's College, and author of Understanding the Chinese: A Personal A-Z (2020).  

 

3 March Conflict on the Roof of the World: Himalayan politics & warfare 

Speaker  Henry Edmundson 

The Chinese take-over of Tibet is just one recent power-play in the Himalayan region. Long ago, the 
Tibetans were the empire builders. In the 19th century, strongman Gulab Singh gobbled up parts of the 
Western Himalaya to create Kashmir. During the Raj, the British fought Russian influence to 
commandeer the high mountains. Today, the struggle for control of the roof of the world shows no sign of 
abating.  



Henry has been trekking and climbing in the wider Himalayan Area for over 50 years . He is a graduate 
of Pembroke College, Cambridge, postgraduate of Bristol University, and a member of the Alpine Club, 
the Himalayan Club and Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society. 

 

10 March           Southern African San Rock Art 

Speaker  Dr Sam Challis  

Southern African San rock art is among the best-understood in the world, the explanatory force deriving 
from ethnographic material that has been shown to obtain. San ‘Bushman’ beliefs recorded in the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries illuminate otherwise unknowable features in cave paintings – the 
revealing of which has led to better interpretations of cave paintings elsewhere. 

Dr Sam Challis (DPhil, Oxon) is Head and Senior Researcher at the Rock Art Research Institute, 
University of the Witwatersrand.  

 

17 March Social justice and health equity 

Speaker Professor Sir Michael G. Marmot MBBS, MPH, PhD, FRCP, FFPHM, FMedSci,              
FBA 

Taking action to reduce health inequalities is a matter of social justice. In developing strategies for 
tackling health inequalities we need to confront the social gradient in health not just the difference 
between the worst off and everybody else.  There is clear evidence when we look across countries 
that national policies make a difference and that much can be done in cities, towns and local areas. 
But policies and interventions must not be confined to the health care system; they need to address 
the conditions in which people are born, grow, live, work and age.  The evidence shows that 
economic circumstances are important but are not the only drivers of health inequalities. Tackling 
the health gap will take action, based on sound evidence, across the whole of society. 

 

Michael Marmot has led research groups on health inequalities for over 35 years, chairing both UK 
and international advisory bodies.  He holds a string of honorary degrees and fellowships and is 
currently Director of Health Equity (UCL Department of Epidemiology & Public Health). 

This lecture will be followed by the AGM 

 


